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Focus of the Webinar
Guidance for retailers on why and how to measure food waste
PART 1. Webinar today (May 16, 2018)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Why quantify
Steps to take
What to quantify
How to quantify
Retailer reporting examples
Other retailer-relevant resources
Discussion

PART 2. Deeper dive webinar (June 20, 2018)
• Explore in greater detail some of the quantification challenges retailers face
• Discuss further how to apply a product-level approach to food waste
quantification

“What Gets Measured, Gets Managed”
Measurement enables you to:
• Understand size of the opportunity
• Identify priority hot-spots for action
• Set baseline and track progress against goals
• Provides a path to co-benefits

Why Address Food Loss and Waste?
“Transparency and measurement is essential for identifying hotspots, and in tackling
the causes of food waste. It helps everyone understand how much, where, and why
food is being wasted.”

As shared by supermarket retailer Tesco:
Economic value

“ Food waste results in significant costs
to our business, as well as our
suppliers and our customers.

Environmental value

We can reduce our environmental
impact since food waste puts
unnecessary pressure on land and
natural resources and results in
additional greenhouse gas emissions.

Reputational value

Our customers and colleagues care
about reducing food waste. ”

Quote from Tesco’s Annual food waste reporting
& FLW Standard case study
flwprotocol.org/case-studies/

Why Address Food Loss and Waste?

Source: Food waste commitments & achievements of CGF members, October 2017

Retailers Are Using the FLW Standard to Help Them Measure
Provides a:

 Common language
 Framework for consistent and transparent reporting
“…it gives us a clear unambiguous way for
talking about food waste.

… helps our full company prepare for how we
can get a more consistent baseline across our
business.”
From Delhaize America FLWS case study

Practical guidance supports users in:
 Understanding why to measure FLW
 What to quantify
 Options for how to approach measurement
www.FLWProtocol.org

Steps to Take in Developing An Inventory
Why quantify?
What to quantify? (January 2018 webinar)

How to quantify?
(February 2018 webinar)

Reporting
(March 2018 webinar)

Goals May Be Defined by External Targets
SDG Target 12.3
By 2030, halve per capita global food waste at the retail and
consumer levels and reduce food losses along production and supply
chains, including post-harvest losses

Now

2020

2025

2030

When in Doubt, Turn to the Basic Principles of Accounting and Reporting
A food loss and waste (FLW) inventory shall be based on five common principles:
1. Relevance: Contain information necessary for stakeholders to make decisions on FLW.

2. Completeness: Cover all FLW within the scope selected. Disclose and justify any exclusions.

3. Consistency: Use consistent methods to allow for meaningful tracking of FLW over time.

4. Transparency: Disclose quantification methods used, relevant assumptions made, and data
sources.

5. Accuracy: Be sufficiently accurate to enable intended users to make decisions with reasonable
confidence that the information in the inventory is credible.

Basic Framework For Thinking About Scope (What to Quantify)

(1) Material Types (i.e., food and/or
inedible parts)
AND
(2) Destinations (where material
goes when it leaves the food supply
chain; 10 possibilities)

a

Intended for human consumption (i.e., excludes crops intentionally grown for bioenergy, animal feed, seed, or industrial use)

b

At some point in the food supply chain (including surplus food redistributed to people and consumed)

Source: FLW Standard, Adapted from FAO, 2014. Definitional Framework of Food Loss. Working paper of the Global Initiative on Food Loss and Waste Reduction. Rome, Italy: FAO.

Scopes May Differ – SDG 12.3 Interpretation & CGF Food Waste Resolution
CGF Food Waste Resolution

SDG 12.3 Interpretation

Consumer Goods Forum
Food Waste Resolution

Food

Animal Feed

Inedible parts

Biomaterial/
processing
Co/anaerobic
digestion
Compost/aerobic

Target 12.3
By 2030, halve per
capita global food
waste at the retail
and consumer levels
and reduce food
losses along
production and
supply chains,
including postharvest losses
http://bit.ly/InterpretingTarget123
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“First prevent food waste,
then maximise its recovery
towards the goal of halving
food waste within our own
retail and manufacturing
operations by 2025.*”
Food
Inedible parts
Individual
companies
select:
“Food only” OR
“Food plus
Inedible parts”

Animal Feed
Biomaterial/
processing
Co/anaerobic
digestion

*Aligned with the FLW Standard;
per unit of food sales in constant
currency
http://www.theconsumergoodsforum.c
om/sustainability-strategicfocus/waste/food-waste

Compost/aerobic

Controlled
combustion

Controlled
combustion*

Land application

Land application

Landfill

Landfill

Not harvested

Not harvested

Refuse/discards

Refuse/discards

Sewer

Sewer

*without energy
recovery

Tesco (example 1). Describing Scope Using the FLW Standard

Financial year
2016/2017

Food

Animal feed

Inedible parts

Biomaterial/
processing
Co/anaerobic
digestion

NOTE: While multiple destinations fall
under the definition of “food waste” for
Tesco, food waste in this inventory only
goes to the two marked with a green
check: anaerobic digestion or controlled
combustion (with energy recovery).

Compost/aerobic
Controlled
combustion
Land application

Food category =
All food and
beverage
products sold
Lifecycle stage =
Direct operations
(stores, depots)

Geography =
United Kingdom

Landfill

Tesco has achieved zero food waste direct
to landfill since 2009.

Not harvested
Refuse/discards
Sewer

Note: Tesco’s Scope Maps to the SDG 12.3 Interpretation

Organization =
2,453 stores and
23 depots

Packaging weight
is excluded. No
separate
calculation is
needed to
separate the
weight of
packaging from the
weight of the food
waste.

Delhaize America (example 2). Describing Scope Using the FLW Standard

Calendar year
(2016)

Food

Animal feed

Inedible parts

Biomaterial/
processing
Co/anaerobic
digestion

NOTE: All destinations fall under the
definition of “food waste” for Delhaize
America. However, food waste only goes to
those marked with a green check:
• animal feed
• bio-based materials/biochemical
processing (rendering)
• co/anaerobic digestion
• composting/aerobic processes
• controlled combustion (incineration)
• landfilll
• sewer/wastewater treatment

Compost/aerobic
Controlled
combustion
Land application

Landfill
Not harvested
Refuse/discards
Sewer

Food category =
All food and
beverage
products sold
Lifecycle stage =
Direct operations
(stores, distribution
centers)
Geography =
United States (15
states in
Northeast,
Southeast, MidAtlantic)
Organization =
Delhaize
America:
Hannaford – 179
stores, 2 DCs;
Food Lion –
1,112 stores, 5
DCs

Packaging weight
is excluded from
the weight of food
waste. Estimates
of the packaging
weight are based
on samples in
which the food
waste and
packaging were
separately
measured.

Customizable Visual Can Be Downloaded @ www.FLWProtocol.org

Guidance in the FLW Standard on How to Quantify
 The FLW Standard does not require use of a particular quantification
method
 The FLW Standard does require that you: “Describe the quantification
method(s) used. If existing studies or data are used, identify the
source and scope.”
 Guidance on “how” is available in:
 Chapters 7 – 9 of the FLW Standard
 The stand-alone Guidance on FLW Quantification Methods. The
most relevant chapters for retailers are:
Chapter 1. Direct weighing
Chapter 2. Counting (scanning)
Chapter 4. Waste composition analysis

Where to Find the FLW Standard & Related Resources

How to Quantify - Two Main Steps
1. Understand current waste
streams

a) Disaggregate sources of surplus and food waste at retail
(and in distribution centers, if relevant)

b) Understand the destinations of food not sold/not
distributed to stores

2. Collect and compile data
to calculate food waste
amount

a) Gather and evaluate relevant data and/or records
b) To address current data gaps/weaknesses, evaluate other
quantification options
c) Produce the initial estimate and assess quality
d) Plan for future improvements/ refinements

Step 1: Understand current waste streams
1 a) Disaggregate sources of surplus and food waste at retail (and in
distribution centers, if relevant)
Identify sources of food not sold/ distributed

Food Distribution/ depot
stage

Food Retail Store

Food to Stores

Food Sold

Quality Loss
‘Shrink’
Food not
distributed to
store

Damage Loss

Other Losses: theft

‘Shrink’
Food
not sold

Quality Loss
Damage Loss
Other Losses: theft

1 b) Understand the destinations of food not sold/ not distributed to stores
“Future proofing” strategy

What about Donations/Food Rescued?

• Track all the food not sold/ distributed
(i.e., to all possible destinations)

• Food rescued (redistributed or donated
for consumption by people) is still in the
human food supply chain. Even though
it’s an economic loss for the retailer, it’s
not wasted food.

• Your reduction goal may only be for a
subset of destinations

Animal Feed
Biomaterial/
processing

Notes For Retailers
The four destinations most commonly quantified are
in blue.

Also important is sewer as a disposal route (relevant
in some markets).

Co/anaerobic
digestion
Compost/aerobic
Controlled
combustion
Land application
Landfill

Other destinations retailers may quantify include
animal feed or biomaterial/processing. This may or
may not be considered “food waste” depending on a
retailer’s definition.

Not harvested
Refuse/discards
Sewer

• Do track the amount of food rescued but
keep it separate from your food waste
inventory

A hierarchy of destinations recommended by Champions 12.3
Hierarchy based on the interpretation of SDG 12.3

FIRST PRIORITY – Food for people

For more information:
https://champs123blog.files.wordpress.com/2017
/10/champions-12-3-guidance-on-interpretingsdg-target-12-3.pdfi

NEXT – Aim for high valorization

This falls within the
definition of food waste
(based on the
interpretation of SDG 12.3)

Step 2: Collect and compile data to calculate food waste amount
LESSONS LEARNED
• Involves a combination of different quantification approaches
• Potential to triangulate between different measurement techniques
• e.g. estimates based on waste contractor data/ audits may be cross-checked
against measurement based on POS/ SKU data
• Staff involvement and commitment is key (training, coordination of data sources,
understanding / awareness of reporting commitments)
• Pathway to compiling food waste estimates - a continuous improvement loop,
rather than a single unmodified deployment

Step 2: Collect and compile data to calculate food waste amount

a) Gather & evaluate
relevant data / records

b) To address
current data gaps /
weaknesses,
evaluate other
quantification
options

d) Plan for future
improvements /
refinements

c) Produce
initial
estimates
and assess
quality

FLW
Reporting

2 a) Gather and evaluate relevant data and/or records
Identify sources of data for FLW calculation
There are two typical methods for measuring retail food waste:
1. Waste contractor records – Top down method
•
•

Based on reported tonnage collection
Compositional analysis/ waste audits required for mixed waste streams
More easily available

Provides no granularity; waste audits subject
to sampling error

2. Product (SKU) scanning – Bottom up method
•

Based on scanning unsold products and combining with standard product weights
High level of granularity

Necessary systems may not be in place or
work needed to get different datasets to
relate

Identify who has the data – it’s likely spread across the business
Item Master information:
Data from product category
buying teams: standard
product weights, packaging
weight per item

Store-level sales/ markdown data:
sold/ unsold product,
data relating to ‘shrink’

Depot inventory adjustments
data: damaged/ quality
issues/ over-orders etc.,
pallets/ crates

Facilities data:
e.g. which stores with instore bakery/ other food
prep? Identification of all
stores selling food

Data elements
relevant to FLW
calculations
(depending on
method)

Transactional data: e.g. if
weighed at POS: knowing $/
weight for weighable items
may be used in FLW estimates

Donations/ Food
Rescue data:
may be by weights or
volume donated

Waste hauler data:
(general/ mixed waste)
weight or volumebased; at best some
breakdown of
composition
Recycling contractor
data:
Segregated food waste
collections, weight or
volume-based

2 b) To address current data gaps/weaknesses, evaluate other quantification
options
Higher level
of accuracy
& detail

Quantification approach

Higher level
of effort

POS scanned data based on food product weights at
SKU-level for all unsold products
Direct weighing of segregated food waste as it leaves
retail stores/ depots, may be supplemented by more
detailed waste audits: audits + waste contractor data
Waste sampling of mixed wastes leaving retail stores/
depots: audits + waste contractor data

Lower level
of accuracy
& detail

Conversion of overall financial data (product category,
lost sales value) to FLW weight estimates

Lower level
of effort

2 c) Produce the initial estimate and assess quality
Use the relevant data and/or records available as well as quantification approaches to address gaps and weaknesses in the data
keeping in mind the following:
Quantification approach

Key issues impacting data quality

Food packaging
included/ needs
subtracting?

Food waste estimate
produced

POS scanned data based on food
product weights at SKU-level for all
unsold products

SKUs without standard product weights
will need to be estimated from direct
weighing; data do not require scaling as
generated item by item from POS
scanning

Estimates may exclude
packaging weight,
depending on records
available

Detailed SKU-level estimates,
can be directly related to lost
sales value and food waste
reduction strategy

Direct weighing of segregated food
waste as it leaves retail stores/
depots, may be supplemented by
more detailed waste audits at point of
disposal

Truck-scale measurement may not
reflect food waste weight (weather/
moisture, non-food contamination, poor
segregation efficiency); uncertainty in
scaling results

Includes weight of
Basic weight data with low
packaging, although
granularity from hauler data,
some destinations may more detail from audits
supply weight after depacking

Waste sampling of mixed wastes
leaving retail stores/ depots

Requires waste sorting to estimate %
food waste within mixed waste, subject
to seasonality, sampling error

Items of food will need Basic estimates for food waste
to be de-packed to
as % mixed waste, low
exclude packaging
granularity
weights

Conversion of overall financial data
(product category/ lost sales value)
into FLW weight estimates

Data has high availability, but uncertain
relationship with product weight
information

N/A

Estimated food waste at
category level; low granularity

2 d) Plan for future improvements/ refinements
• Gather more granular data at food category/ SKU level, geographically and
through time:
• Key to acting on food waste is to understand ‘hotspots’: most wasted food products
• Where waste occurs: stores and depots
• Seasonal drivers: e.g., wastage around holidays

• Understand causes of food waste:
• Food quality issues/ ‘date expiry’ versus product damage, freezer breakdown
• Systemic issues – demand prediction and ordering systems

• Moving from FLW measurement to setting a course of action requires more
detailed profiling of FLW causes and types….
…….. you are not alone on this journey: learn from the experience of others!

Many Retailers Are Sharing Their Food Waste Data

Publish details in Strategic Report and
online, including methodology @
https://www.tescoplc.com/littlehelps-plan/reports-and-policies/howwe-calculate-the-food-waste-figureuk/

Tesco notes the multiple sources of data publicly:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retail and depot waste
Damaged, out-of-code, write-off, exceptional events waste
Product data (contents weight and the packaged weight per item)
Self-scan data
Bakery weights
Donation and charity data, colleague shop
Animal Feed tonnage

In 2017 Annual Report
- Strategy, Targets, Progress, Destinations -

FLW Protocol Case Studies
AND

Download and view online @
http://flwprotocol.org/case-studies/

2017 Corporate Responsibility Report

Sampling of Resources for Retailers Available
From Other Organizations

http://www.wrap.org.uk/content/driving-outwaste-food-drink-manufacturing-and-retailing

http://www.wrap.org.uk/content/foodwaste-measurement-principles-andresources-guide

THURSDAY, MAY 17: EPA SMM Web Academy:
Business Innovations in Reducing Food Loss and Waste
https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/7182742617092163074

.. highlighting the actions of three United States Food Loss
and Waste 2030 Champions that are leading the way in
helping the U.S. reach its 50% food loss and waste reduction
goal. Speakers from each company will share best practices,
tools, and resources they have created to prevent food from
going to waste, and will address how shifts in company
culture have changed operations as well as the critical role
measurement of food waste plays in achieving their
goals.

http://www.foodwastealliance.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/02/Wegmans-SolidWaste-Study-with-headers.pdf

What’s Next?
 Monthly webinar series to continue (third Wednesdays)
• Next webinar (June 20, 2018) will take a deeper dive for retailers
TELL US IN THE EVALUATION SURVEY what would you like to see covered?
 Sectoral guidance and other tools under development
 If you aren’t already signed up for the news update, do so at the bottom of
any page @ FLWProtocol.org
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